Quilts UK, Malvern 2018
Workshop List
Some workshops will overlap so please check the times when making your choice.
Workshops can be booked at the show on a first come, first served basis. Payment should
be made by cash only.
Workshop 1
(THURSDAY) 12.45pm - 1 hour - £7.50
(FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY) 11.15am - 1 hour - £7.50
‘Panties and Hankies’ - Indigo Dyeing with Kate André
Kate will show you her tried-and-tested super quick and easy method for mixing up the indigo dye.
You can then spend a happy half-hour folding, tying, wrapping and stitching your fabric before
immersing it in the indigo. After rinsing, your panties or hankies will be ready to take home. (Damp
items can be left drying to collect later if preferred). Choose either a pair of ladies cotton pants (size
6-26) or 2 cotton hankies. Aprons and gloves provided. Suitable for everyone (children with an adult
please).
(FRIDAY & SATURDAY) 12.45pm - 1 hour - £7.50
‘Printing Paradise!’ - Gel-Plate Printing with Kate André
Learn how to mono-print on paper and fabric using a gel-plate and print your own unique makeup
bag/pencil case to take home. Aprons and gloves provided. Suitable for everyone (children with an
adult please).
(SUNDAY) 12.45pm - 1 hour - £7.50
(THURSDAY & SATURDAY) 2.00pm - 1 hour - £7.50
‘Mixed-Media Magic’ - Print, Colour and Stitch with Kate André
Using stamps or screens, Kate will show you how to print a charming image onto your fabric. Using
Inktense permanent pencils we will then colour our designs ready for simple stitching and
embellishing. Take away your finished project in a sweet embroidery hoop to keep. Aprons and
gloves provided. Suitable for everyone (children with an adult please).
(THURSDAY) 11.15am - 1 hour - £7.50
(FRIDAY & SUNDAY) 2.00pm - 1 hour - £7.50
‘Sumptuous Silk-Squares’ - Silk Dyeing with Kate André
The ultimate in elegance! Make one for yourself or give as a gift. Learn to dye your own rich silk
squares with this easy and efficient technique. You will go away with your own dyed, fixed and dry
square/handkerchief by the end of the session. (While in the workshop you may wish to upgrade to
a scarf for an additional charge of £5). Aprons and gloves provided. Suitable for everyone (children
with an adult please).

Workshop 2
11.30am - 1 hour - £7.00
Corded and Stuffed 3D Quilting with Sylvia Critcher
Create a 3D textile surface with trapunto, Italian quilting and my style of French cording. Combine
these with English quilting and you will have an interesting design that looks complicated, but is very
easy to do. For both beginners and experienced stitchers.
12.45pm – 1 hour - £6.50
Circles into Squares Christmas Decorations with Sheilah Daughtree
These pretty Christmas hangings are made from two circles of fabric turned inside out then folded
and decorated.
2.00pm - 1 hour - £7.50
Needle-Felted Landscape with Margaret Fox
Make a small needle-felted landscape to take home.
Workshop 3
11.30am - 1 hour - £5.00
Layered Landscape with Roxana Pallatt (Hannah’s Room)
This technique creates a beautiful A4-sized project that you can create in the class then take home
to complete with topstitching and free motion.
12.45pm - 1 hour - £7.00
Sweetheart Cottage Redwork with Sadie Yeomans
A hand stitching workshop to make a mini wall hanging. The kit will include the design, full
instructions, fabrics, thread and a button – you will have everything you need to complete the
project.
2.00pm - 1 hour - £7.50
Quilted Brooches Using Boiled Wool with Abbie Searle
A happy hour making statement brooches! Hand stitched and hand quilted, suitable for anyone able
to play with a needle!

Workshop 4
11.30am - 45 minutes - Free Demonstration (registration essential)
Hand-Look Needle-Turn Effect Appliqué by Machine with Eileen Blood
Eileen will demonstrate how to create appliqué to achieve a hand-look needle-turn finish by using a
sewing machine or ‘in the hoop’ of a domestic embroidery machine as featured in her patterns. No
freezer paper, no hand stitching!
12.45pm - 1 hour - £6.00
Cathedral Windows Pin Cushion with Lynne Gormley
Using the Cathedral Window technique to make a pin cushion, we will go through how to make the
main pieces so you can finish at home. Kit included.
2.00pm - 1 hour - £6.50
Blooming Garden with Maggie Davies
While stitching this floral project, learn how to perfect needle-turn appliqué, smooth curves and
perfect circles. Kit provided (no thimbles), project to be finished at home.
Workshop 5
11.30am - 1 hour - £8.00
Faux Leather and Denim Pencil / Glasses Case with Sarah Wellfair
Come and use one of our lovely new machines and learn to sew with faux leather and denim to
make this cute pencil case.
12.45pm - 1 hour - £8.00
Faux Leather and Denim Pencil / Glasses Case with Sarah Wellfair
Come and use one of our lovely new machines and learn to sew with faux leather and denim to
make this cute pencil case.
2.00pm - 1 hour - £8.00
Faux Leather and Denim Pencil / Glasses Case with Sarah Wellfair
Come and use one of our lovely new machines and learn to sew with faux leather and denim to
make this cute pencil case.

